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MIC RESPONSE TO COVID-19
As at September 30th 2020, COVID 19 cases had risen
to a total of 38,529 in Kenya. The older persons
continue to be at risk and recording majority of the
deceased persons.
Mama Ibado Charity continues to implement mitigating
factors proposed by the Ministry of heath to protect its
beneficiaries and staff.

They include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Staying at home and only leave when necessary.
Wash hands with soap regularly
Ensure to Keep distance of 1.5 meters at all times
Avoid greeting by hand and hugging each other
Ensure to wear protective gears
To close their mouths when coughing and sneezing
To visit the hospital should they feel unwell.

Inset: Top and Bottom: MIC staff
donning PPEs during food
distribution
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BENEFICIARY PROFILE
From Isiolo County, this is the Story of 69 year old Mary Akiyara Mero As war performed its devastating role, Mary had locked her husband
of Beneficiary No:C/129
in their house and fled to the outskirts of their settlement. Under the
Wrapped around Mary Akiyara Mero’s left wrist is a string tied to a
cover of the dark nights, she sneaked in, brought her husband food
small bottle containing sugar. She periodically pours this sugar on her and offered the soothing beacon of intimacy and serenity specific only
palm and licks it to neutralize the acrid taste left in her mouth by the among loving spouses. As dawn ruptured through the sky, Mary bid
green ghastly drug she calmly chews. As she enjoys her evening khat her beloved farewell and went back into exile. A month later, under
session, Mary takes a trip down memory lane recalling the first time government intervention, the war ended and Mary resettled back
familiarizing herself with this stimulant. Twenty years ago, an
home.
intertribal war had erupted in Isiolo. Steered by a desire to obliterate This year, her husband perished of tuberculosis and with him, the
each other over an insatiable avarice for land, the cushitic and nilotic pension they got from the state vanished. She spends the majority of
settlers of Isiolo took up arms against each other.
her evenings escaping life’s tedious reality by getting high on khat
With everyone keen on self preservation, Mary noticed an inclination provided by her youthful neighbors.#wazeewakenya
among her neighbors. They all had bundles of green leaves which they
chewed to stay awake and alert. This heightened sensitivity gave them
the ability to seek refuge in the forest and flee from the advancement
of those with unquenchable territorial ambition.
In 2001, the bloodshed ended but the rapine monopolistic instinct
that caused the war in the first place was not resolved. In 2012, the
frail fortress of peace that stood for 11 years capitulated to the
unabated loathing the tribes had for each other. Carnage descended
upon Isiolo once again, Mary and her family made themselves scarce.
The only one she left behind was her husband, a former police officer
with functionally impoverished legs courtesy of taming border wars
between the Turkana and South Sudanese communities during the
Moi Era.
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Inset: Mary Akiyara Mero
Ben. No. C/049

BENEFICIARY PROFILE
.

From Kakamega County, this is the story of 92 year old Lucia Mugasia of
Beneficiary No. CK/100.
Bruises, scared tissues, swollen body parts, this was Lucia’s predicament during
her 6 years of marriage to her first husband. Lucia was a very beautiful and
hardworking woman who caught the eye of many suitors. She gave in to one of
the suitors and were married before the eyes of God. The marriage according to
Lucia was rocky from the onset. Her husband who worked as a construction
worker, was an alcoholic. Once he consumed the local brew, his violent nature
was sparked and Lucia bore the brunt of it all. She persevered her predicament
and was able to bring 3 children into this world. Unfortunately, Lucia lost two of
her children at a tender age and the remaining child disappeared and efforts to
find him were futile. Lucia’s husband blamed her for their children’s misfortunes.
A while later, he too abandoned Lucia to herself.
Left to her own survival devices, Lucia begun hustling as a househelp to get
through life. Many suitors came her way once again, but Lucia could not bear the
thought of going through another violent marriage and vowed to spinsterhood
until her yester years.
Lucia is used to her lonely life. However, now that she has aged and has no one to
care for her, Lucia regerets her decision of spinsterhood and advices young people
to bear children who would take care for them in their senior years.
Inset: Lucia Mugasia of Ben. No. CK/100.
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MORTALITY
Unfortunately, In September 2020 we lost one of our
beneficiaries from Isiolo County.
82 year old Mama Asha Abdillahi Sherif (K/183) lived
in Bula Arera with 2 dependents. Mama Asha
succumbed to age and health complications in
September 2020. She was supported by 748 Air
Services (K) Ltd (Corporate Donor).

In Memoriam: Asha Abdillahi Sheriff,
Beneficary No. K/183
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HIGHLIGHT OF THE MONTH
Mama Ibado Charity had the privilege of participating in the 6th
HSG Global symposium whose main theme was :Re-imagining
health systems for just and equitable care for older persons. The
symposium would have taken place in Dubai but due to COVID 19
Pandemic, the symposium was held virtually on the 9th-10th
September 2020.
MIC did a presentation with the subtitle Programme lessons where
we highlighted lessons learnt given the fact that our interventions
are directed to the older persons.

The 2 day symposium was organized by the Kenya Medical
Association(KMA) and was attended by the Cabinet secretary,
Ministry of Labour and Social Services, representatives from the
Ministry Of Health, representatives from the government and
private institutions as well as representatives from International
non-governmental organizations such as help age international.
HSG is a diverse, global membership organization of
researchers, decision-makers and implementers
dedicated to promoting health policy and systems
research (HPSR) and knowledge generation.
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Inset: one of slides from Mama Ibado Charity
presentation

HIGHLIGHT OF THE MONTH
In September, we were able to donate all
the 30 white canes and food hampers
to our beneficiaries in Isiolo and
Kakamega Counties that we received
from the White C(r)ane Project
spearheaded by AYUDH Kenya.

MIC is extremely grateful to AYUDH
Kenya, for their generosity and looks
forward to a fruitful partnership in the
future.
Inset: MIC beneficiaries receiving canes
and food donation.
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